SPEAKING TOPICS:
Topic:
Description:

Shelter in the Storm

Topic:
Description:

Faith Forgiveness

Topic:
Description:

Are You on a Mission? Trusting without Borders, Boundaries, or Blinking :)

Topic:
Description:

They’re Just Pigeons!

Topic:
Description:

Wake up Church! Passive to Passionate

Topic:
Description:

Darkness vs. Light

Topic:
Description:

WORRY? Forget about it!

Life storms tend to toss our faith umbrella inside out. Becky shares her journey of being thrown
into the wilderness during her life storm. An unnatural place that tossed her faith into an
unknown, yet profoundly familiar place of safety, discovery, growth, and strength. She shares
real life tools to survive real life trials.

Becky invites you to travel with her as she shares her own personal journey of experiencing the
profound freedom in finding forgiveness, even in the midst of a paralyzing tragedy. By choosing
faith over personal feelings we stop looking for justification, and start seeking
sanctification. You will discover how the power of God's hand will pull you through all
circumstances; you just have to reach for it.

“God’s going to use you, I hope He can use me too…I wanna change the world.”
A quote from a 15-year-old whose heart for Jesus, and actions toward others is changing the
world, one person at a time. Discover the freedom when you realize it’s not about being
‘perfect,’ it’s about being ‘purposeful.’

A fun presentation about the different relationships in our lives. Becky’s southern Texas voice will have
you crying in laughter as she groups personalities into ‘redneck bird categories.’ The message overflows
with funny stories, but spins into the real need for community and strong relationships. Becky applies
personal experiences and Biblical teachings to emphasize how Christians need to ‘do life’ with the ‘oneanothers!’ Together we can battle satan, social stigma’s, and sanity in the real world!

Don’t sit, soak, and sour in the seats of the church! Instead, put on your seatbelt as you’re about to
take a ride that will move you from being a ‘Christian,’ to being a ‘Follower!’ A message that shares the
difference between running to church and running to Jesus!

A message of finding HOPE in the midst of a world filled with tragedy, natural disasters, illnesses, broken
relationships, addictions, and on and on and on! Becky shares how pulling darkness into the light loses
the power the enemy uses to paralyze us. Although Becky does inject humor into all her presentations,
she uses a serious delivery for a very serious topic.

What’s behind door #3? Don’t open it! No sense in opening a door before our feet are guided to
do so! Becky unpacks Matthew 6 in a manner that allows us to understand those things the enemy
uses to paralyze our Kingdom focus. Watch out satan, this salty southern gal goes after you in this
message!

Becky Carpenter (Speaker | Writer | Teacher | Missionary)

BeckyCarpenter.net

SPECIFIC AUDIENCE SPEAKING TOPICS:
Teachers/Childcare Providers/Corporate Trainers:
Topic:
Description:

Teachers CAN Change the World!
It’s not about reading, writing, and calculus! It’s about the heart. Grab a heart connection and
watch your little eagles soar! Becky was an educator for 25 years. As a high school teacher and
administrator, she understands the profound influence educators have on children. Teachers
are given both a burden and a blessing. The burden is the knowledge that every word said and every
action taken can result in a lifelong impact for a child. The blessing is the knowledge that every word
said and every action taken can result in a lifelong impact for a child. Discerning the difference will
change a life.

Youth Groups/Students:
Topic:
Description:

What Legacy Are You Leaving?
Becky had the privilege of working with teenagers during her 25 years as an educator.
She comfortably connects to young people with high energy and enthusiasm. This message
intrigues, motivates, and challenges students to walk boldly into their divinely
appointed purpose. They’ll understand being ‘different’ can make an eternal difference!

Bereaved Parents/Grief Support Groups:
Topic:
Description:

Love, Grace, & Hope – Living Forward After a Tragedy
Becky shares her personal journey through grief. She applies Biblical teachings to help
the hurting begin to apply real tools that will allow each of us to love ‘forward;’ grieve ‘forward;’
and LIVE ‘forward.’

** Other topics available for specialized groups such as parenting/MOPS groups, cancer support groups, hospice
support groups, addiction recovery groups, corporate business leaders, etc.
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